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Shore Up
some summer style

photographed by siobhan egan

styled by stephanie tallevast

Christina Edward’s “Red Lake” painting sets the scene for 
a respite with a good book like La Americana by Melanie 

Bowden Simón. A pop of patriotic pillows and casual 
accessories make summer living easy.

Clockwise from top: painting by Christina Edwards, side chair, coffee table and side table from Brown 
Dog Market, lamp from S. Tallevast Interiors, throw pillows from Sherry's Honey Pot Fabrics, 

Brown Dog Market and Homegoods.

Sometimes a plain white piece of furniture is like a 
blank page with so many possibilities. Which way do 

you go when there is no design direction present? 
We asked interior designer Stephanie Tallevast to 

have some fun with this white upholstered settee. She 
styled out three possibilities with loads of ideas with 
lots of inspiration for summer looks. The same settee 
gets a vintage Polynesian, a classic summer-at-the-

shore and a preppy Palm Beach direction. These looks 
are sure to get you going in the right direction for 

your summer design scheming.
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polynesian palm beach
a d v e n t u r e b r i n g  i n  t h e  s u n

Get your sense of adventure going with some Polynesian style. 
Vintage accessories and furnishings paired with natural fiber 

elements set an exotic mood. Add some mod patterned textiles 
and handwoven fabrics and all you need is a mai tai. 

A brightly colored palette of pink, turquoise and green can be mixed and matched with 
ease. Splashy artwork, including the rooster by Kate Waddell, keep the vibe fun. And, 

the indoor/outdoor rug allows for summer fun from the beach or pool to be no problem.

Clockwise from top: painting by Pat Warren, set of  four mirrors from Brown Dog Market, lamps 
from Clutter, leather chair and ottoman from Brown Dog Market, bamboo side table from FLOY, sofa 

and chair pillows from Sherry’s Honey Pot Fabrics and Homegoods, rug from Clutter.

Clockwise from top: rooster painting by Kate Waddell, mirror pair from Brown Dog Market, 
fluorescent square canvas by Amanda Petro, round tables and rug from Brown Dog Market, multi-
media tabletop art mini by Katherine Sandoz, lamp from Clutter, blue and cream abstract canvas by 

Jane Keltner, sofa pillows from FLOY.


